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PrimoChill 1/2in. x 3/4in.
FlexSX Series Compression

Fitting - Razor Red

$7.99

Product Images

Short Description

PrimoChill has expanding the SpectraX color and texture line of parts with the FlexSX soft tubing compression
fittings. Taking your system to the next level is an art form driven by color and textures. Now these amazing
colors are available for enthusiasts that prefer flexible tubing.

https://www.facebook.com/PerformancePCs
https://twitter.com/PerformancePCs
https://www.instagram.com/performancepcs/
https://www.youtube.com/user/PerformancepcsTV
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Description

PrimoChill has expanding the SpectraX color and texture line of parts with the FlexSX soft tubing compression
fittings. Taking your system to the next level is an art form driven by color and textures. Now these amazing
colors are available for enthusiasts that prefer flexible tubing.

Like the RSX fitting line, PrimoChill continues to launch parts based on our signature principles. A fitting built
for functionality complimented by its distinct aesthetics. Not all fittings are created equal and the FlexSX is
another example of this.

Features

HANDCRAFTED ALUMINUM
Compression caps created in a multiple step process that achieves corrosion resistance with an
uncompromised finish.

COLOR CORRECTNESS
SpectraX powder coated caps for unprecedented color correctness and long term consistency

CONTINUED INNOVATION
A continuous industry leader in style and function within the water cooling community.

SIMPLIFIED USAGE
Quick and simple installation with minimization of leakage or cross threading..

Specifications

Specifications:
Industry Standard G 1/4 threads
Nickel Plated Brass base
Diamond Knurl Cap 
Available in 21 different colors

Compatibility:

These fittings are designed to work with the tubing below.

1/2 in. ID x 3/4 in. OD Flexible tubing

Included Parts:

1x FlexSX Fitting w/ O-ring

Installation:

No installation tool required. Finger tighten only.
FSX caps are coated with a durable powder coat but we still recommend handling with care so you can
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enjoy the finish for years to come.

Warnings:Although aluminum is used for the outside compression ring, no aluminum comes in direct contact
with the fluid so mix metal corrosion is not an issue. PrimoChill is not responsible for any hardware damage.
Use at your own risk.

Additional Information

Brand Primochill

SKU F-FSX34-RR

Weight 0.1000

Special Order No

Fitting Type Compression

Fitting Size 1/2" x 3/4"

Fitting Angle Straight

Fitting Finish Red


